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600, 700, 702, 800 & 900 Series Overview 

SC600 Dual Adapter Box

700 Series A/V Direct Box

800 Series Instrument Direct Box

900 Series Instrument Direct Box with Phantom Lift

The all-in-one adapter every audio professional should have in their toolbox. The 
SC600 combines many of the most commonly used and easily lost adapters into 
one device (14 total). Each side of the box functions separately and can be used 
as a universal adapter or as a passive splitter.

The perfect direct box for a wide variety of applications. The 700 Series converts 
the outputs of equipment such as MP3 players, laptops and DJ mixers to balanced, 
mic level signals that can be connected to audio consoles, mic preamps and house 
sound systems. All stereo inputs on the 700 Series are summed to mono and 
output to a single 3-Pin XLR connector.

A premium grade direct box for musical instruments.  The 800 Series converts the 
unbalanced outputs of guitars, keyboards and other instruments to balanced, mic 
level signals that can be connected to audio consoles and mic preamps. Dual ¼ inch 
thruputs, a feature not available on any other direct box, enables connection to 
multiple devices such as an amp and a tuner, two amps and much more.

The new standard for live sound! The 900 Series incorporates a revolutionary new 
innovation in DI technology…Phantom Lift. For the first time, the ground lift switch 
can be controlled remotely using +48V phantom power from the console. The 900
Series is ideal for a wide variety of musical instruments, providing unmatched 
performance and a truly uncolored audio output.
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SC700CT A/V Direct Box - Custom Transformer
SC700 A/V Direct Box - Jensen Transformer

SC800CT Instrument Direct Box - Custom Transformer
SC800 Instrument Direct Box - Jensen Transformer

SC900CT Instrument Direct Box with Phantom Lift - Custom Transformer
SC900 Instrument Direct Box with Phantom Lift - Jensen Transformer

SC600 Dual Adapter Box

702 Series Stereo A/V Direct Box

SC702CT Stereo A/V Direct Box - Custom Transformer
SC702 Stereo A/V Direct Box - Jensen Transformer

Similar to the 700 Series, the 702 Series converts the outputs of equipment such as 
MP3 players, laptops and DJ mixers to balanced, mic level signals that can be connected 
to audio consoles, mic preamps and house sound systems.  All stereo inputs are 
maintained and output to two 3-Pin XLR connectors.  A merge switch sums the stereo 
inputs to mono and outputs two identical mono audio signal to each XLR output.


